MONTGOMERY COUNTY – Montgomery County Public Health District, in conjunction with Montgomery County Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Management, encourages everyone to do your part in slowing the spread of COVID-19 and keeping businesses and restaurants open, especially ahead of this weekend’s 4th of July holiday. Limiting the number of people you come in contact with will reduce the chance of contracting COVID-19. Wearing a mask if necessary to be in public, frequent handwashing or using hand sanitizer, surface disinfection and social distancing are imperative.

Today, the number of ACTIVE cases of COVID-19 has increased to 832 in Montgomery County. The number of TOTAL positive cases has increased by 105 cases since yesterday to 2,133. Of the 832 active cases who are Montgomery County residents, 23 are in the hospital. 1,265 people have fully recovered.
COVID-19 UPDATE

Active Cases: 832

June 30, 2020
Residents of Montgomery Co., TX

*The hospitalized data is only as valid as the number of hospitals reporting and the accuracy of the data reported to Public Health as required by state law.

**KEY CHANGES**
Active cases + 35
Hospitalizations + 1
Recoveries + 70
Deaths + 0
Total cases + 105

You can find more information on the SETRAC website, setrac.org.

COVID-19 UPDATE

PATIENTS HOSPITALIZED IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY

Total Hospitalized: 166
(increase of 32)
ICU: 46
General/Isolation: 120

Updated June 30 at 2pm:
Numbers reflect county and non-county residents.

*Data represented in this graph is provided by SETRAC, as reported by hospitals in Montgomery County, Texas only. Only confirmed COVID-19 patients are included, regardless of residence.

For more info, setrac.org.

The MCHD/MCPHD COVID-19 Call Center is open for residents needing COVID-19 testing through our voucher program, or for general questions, Monday-Friday 8:00am-3:30pm. Please call 936-523-5040 for more information.


Montgomery County Public Health District’s mission is promoting a healthy, resilient community through health education, disease prevention, clinical services, and emergency
preparedness. For more information about the Montgomery County Public Health District please go to www.mcphd-tx.org.